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• Actsafe is not the regulator.

• We are not medical experts.

• We are all in this together!
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Stay tuned to your local authorities for direction.

WHAT WOULD DON DO?
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Updates!
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WHAT WOULD DON DO?
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In the now, what’s happening:
Ø Updates to:.

Ø Conference at 551 registrations as last night!

Ø PASC Update.

Ø PASA Tuesday March 2nd, we need more bodies!

Ø PASS Virtual will launch Tuesday March 9, sign up now!

Ø PHO meeting update!

WHAT WOULD DON DO?
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Good morning provincial health team! Your weekly Actsafe update.- 65 COVID Plans 
reviewed
- 3 COVID plans in February
- 6 Inquiries from festivals re:summer programming
- 4 separate approvals shared for dance groups rehearsing/filming in theatres (Fraser 
Health, VCH, and VIHA email approvals)
- Constant questions as to why TV/Film can go when theatres can’t

Outreach in the last 7 days:
- 4 video calls
- 107 attendees
- Attended BC Thespians conference, presented to over 30 teachers/students
- 1 call with a PHO team member

The Message:
- Don’t look for loopholes!
- People spread! Any time you bring people together, you raise the risk!
- Contact your local health authority with questions re: live streaming.
Short and a day late as it is conference week here at Actsafe. Over 550 delegates from 
across the country and experts running 16 sessions. If you have a message you would like 
brought forward, it’s never too late!

Stay safe, Stay inspired.

LETTERS TO BONNIE… PHO UPDATES.
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Shout out of the Day!
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WHAT WOULD DON DO?

https://www.actsafe.ca/meet-the-team/

Jen took the lead on organizing the 
conference this year and has done 
an outstanding job! Make sure you 
give her a shout out during the 
conference!
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